I-RIM 3D events include:

- **Italian Robotics and Intelligent Machines Conference** (second edition)
- **Expo: From Projects to Products**
- **Technology Matchmaking**, a match-making event between high-tech demand and supply
- an **Orchestra Rehearsal** to harmonize public and private instruments for technology transfer
- **Robotics for Everyone** a wide dissemination event to communicate the most advanced and surprising research results, on stage and on screen
- **Meetings on Learning and Teaching the Digital World**
- **RoboTinder**, "dating site" for young professionals and job opportunities

---

**I-RIM 3D: The Robotics and Intelligent Machines 3-Day**

The event, in digital and physical format, will be a unique, multi-channel and widespread event; designed to reach the research community, industry and national and international decision makers in the most effective ways.

In its second edition, I-RIM 3D is already a reference for those who want to innovate technology, a meeting point between research and industry, where they can discuss important issues such as the elaboration of the National Research Plan 2021-2027 and the new related initiatives to the relaunch of our economy, which cannot fail to pass through research and innovation in robotics and intelligent machines.

We renew our invitation to become a partner of the initiative, gaining visibility at national level and towards an audience rich in sector stakeholders, within a hybrid, blended event: a mix of digital and in-person events!
“AI, fleshed out”

In cooperation with

I-RIM 3D
SPONSORSHIP BROCHURE

Virtual exhibition stand

Tier               | Virtual platinum | Virtual gold |
-------------------|------------------|--------------|
Sponsorship price (€) | 2,500 €          | 1,500 €      |
Max number of sponsors in this rank | 5               | 10           |
Link to your company website | ✓               | ✓            |
100 word company description | ✓               | ✓            |
Promotional video introducing your company/products | ✓               | ✓            |
Name, email and contact information of your representatives | ✓               | ✓            |
 Possibility to chat directly with participants | ✓               | ✓            |
UPLOAD DOCUMENT PDF ON VIRTUAL SPACE OF THE STAND | ✓               | ✓            |
I-RIM – The Conference
SLIDE DURING LIVE SESSION Holding slide with the company logo at the beginning of live session | ✓               | ✓            |
Logo in conference e-proceedings | ✓               | ✓            |
Logo and organization profile in conference digest | 50 words         | 25 words     |
1 MIN VIDEO SLOT pre-scheduled during the conference. | ✓               | ✓            |
30 SEC VIDEO SLOT pre-scheduled during the conference. | ✓               | ✓            |
LOGO & ADV Logo positioned in the I-RIM 3D Program | ✓               | ✓            |
Full-colour adv in the I-RIM 3D Program | ✓               | ✓            |
Company logo positioned in I-RIM website home page | ✓               | ✓            |
Link to your job openings on I-RIM website | ✓               | ✓            |

The visibility of sponsors will be on the vertical digital channel curated by I-RIM, within the multichannel platform of Maker Faire - The European Edition.

Contact Information

The sponsorship is handled by I-RIM:
Largo L. Lazzarino, 1
56122 Pisa
C.F. 93092770507
e-mail: info@irim.it
web site: www.i-rim.it

Sponsorship opportunities
details can be finalized to meet your needs.

“I-RIM – The Conference”

Making slide during live session
Holding slide with the company logo at the beginning of live session
Logo in conference e-proceedings
Logo and organization profile in conference digest
1 MIN VIDEO SLOT pre-scheduled during the conference.
30 SEC VIDEO SLOT pre-scheduled during the conference.
LOGO & ADV
Logo positioned in the I-RIM 3D Program
Full-colour adv in the I-RIM 3D Program
Company logo positioned in I-RIM website home page
Link to your job openings on I-RIM website